No More Charging Deserts?  US Utilities Launch EV Coalition.
by Kristi E. Swartz and David Ferris
March 3, 2021 – A new utility collaboration, the Electric Highway Coalition, (EHC) differs from other regional networks that are led by governments.  The West Coast Electric Highway, a venture that coordinates charging stations among California, Oregon, Washington and the Canadian province of British Columbia, is led by state government agencies.  And REV West is a compact among governors covering 8 Rocky Mountain states, from New Mexico to Montana.
The West Coast Electric Highway aims to have a fast charger every 25 to 50 miles along its length.  The new regional coalition has not said how far apart its stations will be.
The scale of both efforts pales in comparison to the West Coast Clean Transit Corridor Initiative, a drive that started last year to set up charging stations for electric freight trucks.  Those bigger vehicles need far more charging infrastructure than passenger cars and cannot brook delays.
The EHC’s goal is to get chargers installed as quickly as possible.  It is the 2nd electric utility-formed group to tackle this challenge.
6 of the biggest electric utilities in the Midwest, Southeast and Texas signed a memorandum of cooperation last year to coordinate the build-out of a region-wide EV charging network.  The idea for the latest coalition stemmed from Columbus, Ohio-based AEP.  It began talking to other major electricity providers roughly a month ago.  Each of the companies released statements yesterday.
"The whole initiative is around making it a standardized effort," said TVA spokesperson Malinda Hunter.
Motorists should expect to see additional chargers on the network by 2022, Hunter said.  The companies will target connecting cities and major corridors first, then branch out.
Most of the individual electric companies have played a role in building out EV charging networks in their states or have pilot programs in place to do so.  Some utilities may own the chargers, but most have focused on investing in the network to make it easier for other developers to install their own.
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